
 360° Remote Collaboration for  
Managing Retail Store Facilities Virtually

Improve the quality of your stores, restaurants, or franchise locations  
with more frequent site visits in real-time, remote 360°.

Reimagine your operations with the unique benefits of   
360° Remote Collaboration Technology:

   
Save Money

   
Save Time

   
Save Our Planet

Remote Store Management
Go from location to location without the 
cost of travel. Avatour puts you in the 
center of the action so you can observe in 
real time without disrupting workflows.

Franchise Inspections
Inspect renovations and processes or 
streamline procedures across locations 
with a 360° virtual tour of your facilities.

Employee Training
Use Avatour to bring remote teams on 
location to ensure consistency and quality 
for site-specific training.



The Avatour 360° remote collaboration platform helps leaders conduct more frequent reviews without sacrificing quality. 
Our software platform is quick to deploy and easy to use, leveraging inexpensive, off the shelf 360° hardware enables a 

remote experience that can align teams, reduce risk, and enhance quality. 

The Avatour Advantage

Revolutionize remote visits with the power of 
the full picture and the freedom to choose your 
point of view.

The Avatour platform allows remote participants 
to experience the context of a real place, while 
interacting in real time with the people there. Visit 
your stores, facilities, or franchise locations, bring 
stakeholders on site, and connect people to places 
in real time – no matter where you are – with the 
unique power of 360° technology.

Viewer Autonomy  
gives each individual the 
ability to feel physically 
present and choose  
their POV

360° Session Recording  
for better documentation 
with the ability to return 
to the site and explore  
in 360°

Invite Up to 20 Guests 
so you can bring the 
employees, remote 
experts, and stakeholders 
on site without travel

“ Avatour has been a game changer 

for us because it’s truly immersive. 

It allows us to save time and money 

without having to travel, it allows a 

larger audience to partake in the tour.” 
 
Leo Donatelli 
Director of Business Development 
DB Schenker

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SCHEDULE A DEMO

Email: sales@avatour.live Visit: avatour.co/demo

Wifi and 5G/LTE Enabled  
for better connectivity 
throughout the visits, 
especially in areas with a 
spotty WiFi connection


